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GOMMENTARY I Uncertainty, artificial rates take a toll

WHY THE U.S. ECONOM¥
IS STUCK IN· NEUTRAL
M oneyis a medium of

exchange that is also a
storehouse of econom-

icvalue. Fiat money is money
. declared to have value bwgov-
ernment fiat (edict). Its value
changes primarily because of .
governmental manipulation of
the money supply and, with it,
interest rates.
. Iri an arms-length economic
transaction, all parties should
feel they have improved their'
economic position through the
exchange.Money provides a
medium to make economic

. exchanges simpler, faster and'
more precise than bartering.
There is one huge caveat, how-

ever: If all participants in an
exchange do not know the real'
.value of the money at the time
of the exchange, 'one or more-
participants may not achieve
the improvement in their eco-
nomic condition that they
thought.

Friedrich Hayek won the Nobel

Prize in economics by fleshing
out the Austrian theory of the
trade (business) cycle.The
trade cycle is a repeating cycle
whereby a capitalistic economy
undergoes a period of expan-
sion (boom) that eventually
changes to a period of contrac-
tion (bust, depression, reces-
sion).
When a government or a cen-
. tral bank artificially drops the
interest rates it controls below
the natural rates of interest, the
math involved in making busi- .
ness decisions is distorted,
causing some uneconomic
projects to be undertaken.
Eventually such projects m~st .
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fail, since they only appear and defense mechanisms curing
economic. you. The recession is the phase
The economy expands because under which the disease is
both economic and some un- cured. . ,
economic projects are under- . Hayek's theory discusses the
taken, expanding the use of distortion of the -economy be-
capital and, usually, jobs. Even- cause of an artificially low cost
tually, some of the capital de- of money. What about the cap-
ployed and the jobs generated . itallost from losses incurred by .
are lost as uneconomic projects participants (especially pro due-
fail. The longer the market rates ers) from mispricing products
of interest are below the natural and services because of a de-
rates of interest, the more un- cline in the value of the cur-
economic projects are under- rency involved in the trans-
taken. . actions? -

Eventually, the economy reach- Making a profit is difficult
es a "tipping point," where the. enough, in a fair and relatively
failure rate of uneconomic unchanging economy. Imagine
projects is no longer mitigated complicating pricing and profit-
by money supply or interest ability calculations with an
rate manipulation. This is the unnoticed change in currency
contraction phase, also known , value and with a market rate of
as depression, recession (a . interest that is dramatically
word the government invented below the natural rate of in-
after World War II) and bust. terest. Do you think it might be -
The contraction phase is actu- daunting to try-to calculate a
ally where an economy gets competitive price that allows
healthy. Like having a cold, you your business to make enough'
get sicker until you begin mani- profits to survive, let alone
festing symptoms. Those symp-
toms are your body's immune SEE RATES I ell


